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2023 · SHOULD I ROLL OVER MY DORMANT TRADITIONAL 401(K)?

After reviewing your 
Summary Plan Description 

and investment options, 
are you satisfied that your 
plan is well-managed and 

meeting your needs?

NoYes

Consider rolling the 
401(k) into an active 

401(k) or IRA.

Consider rolling the 
401(k) into an active 

401(k) or IRA.

Consider leaving your 
account where it is.

Rollover to an IRA.
Distributions from an IRA 

are taxable as ordinary 
income and may be subject 

to a 10% penalty.

Now consider if any of 
these scenarios might 

apply to your situation:

Now consider if any of 
these scenarios might 

apply to your situation:

Consider rolling the 401(k) 
into an active 401(k) that 

allows for loans.

Take a loan. Loans are not 
available from dormant 

401(k) accounts.

Consider rolling the 
company stock into a 

taxable brokerage account 
to minimize taxes.

You will pay ordinary 
income tax on the basis of 

the shares (and a 10% 
penalty if under 59.5).

Your account holds 
company stock. There may 

be special tax benefits 
utilizing Net Unrealized 
Appreciation options.

You have a 401(k) loan.
If rolled over, the balance of 

the loan should be repaid 
by the due date of your tax 
return for the year you left 
your employer (including 

extensions).
You want the option to 

contribute to this account 
in the future.

You can only contribute 
to an active 401(k) 

account.

Distributions from a 401(k) 
or IRA are taxable as 

ordinary income but there 
is no 10% penalty.

You are over the age of 
59.5 and want income.

You could simplify the 
process by consolidating 

401(k)s and IRAs.

You are taking an RMD 
or will soon reach your 

RMD age.

You are younger than 59.5 
and want income.

1) You left your employer 
at the age of 55 or older. 

2) You are age 50 or older, 
and you are a public 

service employee 
(including state/local 
correctional officers, 

private sector firefighters, 
or forensic security 

employees). 3) You are 
under the age of 50 but 

are a public service 
employee with 25+ years 

of service for a single 
employer.

Consider leaving the assets 
at the 401(k) as you may 
qualify for a “separation 

from service” distribution.

Distributions are taxable 
as ordinary income but 
there is no 10% penalty.

Consider rolling the 401(k) 
into an active 401(k) account 

that allows for hardship 
withdrawals.

Hardship withdrawal. This 
feature is only available if 
rolled into an active 401(k) 
account and only applies to 

qualifying expenses.

Distributions are taxable as 
ordinary income and may 

be subject to a 10% penalty.

Consider making this 
election if allowed under 
your plan, or rolling the 

401(k) into an IRA to make 
the election.

Substantially Equal
Periodic Payments. You 
may be able to elect a 

series of withdrawals from 
your 401(k).

Distributions are taxable as 
ordinary income but there 

is no 10% penalty.

None applies.

Consider these four options:

Start Here
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Required Disclosures

Securities offered through LPL Financial, Member FINRA/SIPC. Investment advice offered through Strategence Capital, a registered investment advisor.
fpPathfinder and Strategence Capital are separate entities from LPL Financial

This material was created for educational and informational purposes only and is not intended as ERISA, tax, legal or investment advice. If you are seeking
investment advice specific to your needs, such advice services must be obtained on your own separate from this educational material.

Traditional IRA account owners have considerations to make before performing a Roth IRA conversion. These primarily include income tax consequences on
the converted amount in the year of conversion, withdrawal limitations from a Roth IRA, and income limitations for future contributions to a Roth IRA. In
addition, if you are required to take a required minimum distribution (RMD) in the year you convert, you must do so before converting to a Roth IRA.

A Roth IRA offers tax deferral on any earnings in the account. Qualified withdrawals of earnings from the account are tax-free. Withdrawals of earnings prior to

age 59 ½ or prior to the account being opened for 5 years, whichever is later, may result in a 10% IRS penalty tax.

Graig Stettner, Financial Advisor & Partner
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